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ABSTRACT
Aims: Focal therapy treats individual areas of tumour in non-metastatic prostate cancer in patients
unsuitable for active surveillance. The aim of this work was to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of focal
therapy versus prostatectomy and external beam radiotherapy (EBRT).
Materials and methods: A Markov cohort health state transition model with four health states (stable
disease, local recurrence, metastatic disease and death) was created, evaluating costs and utilities over
a 10-year time horizon for patients diagnosed with non-metastatic prostate cancer. National Health
Service (NHS) for England perspective was used, based on direct healthcare costs. Clinical transition
probabilities were derived from prostate cancer registries in patients undergoing radical prostatec-
tomy, EBRT and focal therapy using cryotherapy (Boston Scientific) or high-intensity focused ultra-
sound (HIFU) (Sonablate). Propensity score matching was used to ensure that at-risk populations were
comparable. Variables included age, prostate-specific antigen (PSA), International Society of Urological
Pathology (ISUP) grade group, maximum cancer core length (mm), T-stage and year of treatment.
Results: Focal therapy was associated with a lower overall cost and higher quality-adjusted life year
(QALY) gains than either prostatectomy or EBRT, dominating both treatment strategies. Positive incre-
mental net monetary benefit (NMB) values confirm focal therapy as cost-effective versus the alterna-
tives at a willingness to pay (WTP) threshold of £30,000/QALY. One-way deterministic sensitivity
analyses revealed consistent results.
Limitations: Data used to calculate the transition probabilities were derived from a limited number of
hospitals meaning that other potential treatment options were excluded. Limited data were available
on later outcomes and none on quality of life data, therefore, literature-based estimates were used.
Conclusions: Cost-effectiveness modelling demonstrates use of focal therapy (cryotherapy or HIFU) is
associated with greater QALY gains at a lower overall cost than either radical prostatectomy or EBRT,
representing good value for money in the NHS.

PLAIN LANGUAGE SUMMARY
Focal therapy can be used for the primary treatment of individual areas of cancer in those patients
with prostate cancer whose disease has not spread (localized or non-metastatic prostate cancer) and
whose disease is unsuitable for active monitoring. Focal therapy in these patients results in similar
control of the cancer to more invasive therapies, such as surgical removal of the prostate and radio-
therapy, with the benefit of fewer sexual, urinary and rectal side effects. This work considered whether
using focal therapy (either freezing the cancer cells using cryotherapy or using high-intensity focused
ultrasound [HIFU] to destroy cancer cells) was good value for money in the National Health Service
(NHS) compared with surgery or radiotherapy. An economic model was developed which considered
the relative impact of treatment with focal therapies, surgery or radiotherapy within the NHS in
England. Previously collected information from people undergoing treatment for their prostate cancer,
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together with published literature and clinical opinion, was used within the model to predict the treat-
ment pathway, costs incurred and the results of treatment in terms of patient benefits (effectiveness
and quality of life). The model showed that focal therapy using either cryotherapy or HIFU was associ-
ated with a lower overall cost and higher patient benefit than either surgery or radiotherapy, indicat-
ing that focal therapy represents good value for money in the NHS.

1. Introduction

The treatment of non-metastatic prostate cancer in patients
unsuitable for active surveillance has centred on treating the
whole gland with extirpative surgery or radiation therapy.
Such treatments confer a small survival benefit in patients
with intermediate and high-risk diseases but have deleterious
genito-urinary and rectal side effects1,2. The use of focal ther-
apy in select patients to target individual areas of cancer has
been shown to have a 5 to 10-fold reduction in such side
effects2–5, with observational studies and propensity score
matched analyses comparing outcomes to radical therapies
resulting in comparable medium-term rates of cancer control
in terms of rates of salvage local therapy, metastases and
survival3,5–8.

Current European Association of Urology (EAU) treatment
guidelines for prostate cancer recommend radical prostatec-
tomy and external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) for the treat-
ment of non-metastatic prostate cancer, offered as equal in
terms of cancer control although with different side-effects
and treatment delivery9. In the UK, where this work was car-
ried out, the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE) guidelines stipulate that radical prostatec-
tomy or radical radiotherapy can be offered as treatment
options for patients with localized prostate cancer of all risks
and a hierarchy of prostatectomy for different groups is not
stipulated10. Both the European guidelines and NICE guide-
lines recommend the use of focal therapies (including cryo-
surgery and high-intensity focused ultrasound [HIFU]) in
patients with non-metastatic prostate cancer within a clinical
trial setting, or in a well-designed prospective cohort study
or registry9,10. Indeed, there is considerable interest in the
use of focal therapy in the UK, with the registries HIFU
Evaluation and Assessment of Treatment (HEAT) and
International Cryotherapy Evaluation (ICE) collecting patient
data. This registry data provides insight into the benefits of
focal therapies within appropriately selected patients11.

There is currently limited evidence supporting the cost-
effectiveness of radical treatments for localized prostate
cancer12,13. Such analyses are vital in the application of treat-
ments in healthcare settings that consider treatment efficacy
along with cost efficiencies, as seen in the UK and other mid-
dle- and high-income countries.

Given changing guidelines that allow for focal therapy to
be provided in a wider healthcare setting, we believe it is
important to consider not just the clinical, safety and side
effect profile, but also the potential cost implications in
providing this treatment. We, therefore, evaluated the cost-
effectiveness of focal therapy compared to radical prostatec-
tomy and external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) in patients
newly diagnosed with localized intermediate and high-risk

prostate cancer unsuitable for active surveillance, treated in
the UK.

2. Methods

A Markov cohort health state transition model was created,
evaluating costs and utilities over a 10-year time horizon for
patients diagnosed with non-metastatic prostate cancer
(prostate-specific antigen [PSA]< 20 ng/ml; Gleason score �7;
MRI stage �2c). Four health states were defined: stable dis-
ease, local recurrence, metastatic disease and death (Figure 1).
The perspective was the National Health Service (NHS) for
England, based on direct healthcare costs only. The cycle
length was 1month and a discount rate of 3.5% pa was
applied to both costs and utilities. All modelling was carried
out using TreeAge Pro Healthcare v22.1.2 (TreeAge Software
LLC, Williamstown MA, USA).

Three treatment options were explored for the index pro-
cedure: radical prostatectomy, EBRT and focal therapy
(assuming a 50:50 case mix of cryosurgery and HIFU). The ini-
tiation of treatment was within 1month of diagnosis, in
cases of radical radiotherapy the start of treatment was
defined as the start of neoadjuvant androgen deprivation
therapy (ADT). Active surveillance was not considered as a
treatment option since patients suitable for the explored
treatment options would not be suitable for active surveil-
lance and would be advised at a multidisciplinary team
meeting to have active treatment which included radical and
focal options. Subsequent treatment options included: re-
treatment with the index procedure (for focal therapy only),
salvage treatment with one of the comparator procedures,
ADT (±chemotherapy [CTx]) and best supportive care (com-
monly known as palliation). Progression through the treat-
ment pathway for each index treatment option was
informed by clinical opinion and validated from published lit-
erature. Figure 2 demonstrates the pathway followed for
patients receiving radical prostatectomy – equivalent

Figure 1. Health state transition diagram.
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pathways were explored for focal therapy and EBRT (see
Figures 1 and 2, in the Supplementary Material).

2.1. Clinical input parameters

Early-stage clinical transition probabilities were derived from a
series of prostate cancer disease registries documenting short-
and long-term clinical outcomes for patients undergoing rad-
ical prostatectomy, EBRT and focal therapy (using cryotherapy

[Visual ICE, Boston Scientific, Marlborough, MA, USA] or HIFU
[Sonablate, Sonablate Corp, Charlotte, NC, USA]). Patient and
disease demographics and clinical outcomes from these series
have previously been published3,5–7. A propensity score
matching process was undertaken to ensure that the at-risk
populations were clinically and demographically comparable.
Variables used in the matching process were age, PSA,
International Society of Urological Pathology (ISUP) grade
group, maximum cancer core length (mm), T-stage and year of

Figure 2. Model schematic – example for radical prostatectomy. Note that all patients start in “stable disease” state.
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treatment. The mean (standard deviation) age of patients fol-
lowing propensity score matching was 66 years (7.3), and
66 years (7.4) for the radical and focal group respectively.
Patients in the data set used for propensity score matching
predominantly had intermediate or high-risk localized dis-
eases. Overall, of the patients in whom risk was specified 88%
had intermediate or high-risk disease (23% intermediate favor-
able risk, 32% intermediate unfavorable risk and 33% high
risk). Clinical analyses from this dataset have previously been
published, with a full description of the statistical approach
adopted for the weighting process6. Time-to-event transition
probabilities were then estimated by parameterizing the
weighted Kaplan-Meier survival curves, extrapolating as
required to 10 years, and extracting the data as a series of
tables documenting the monthly probability of the outcome
in question, from months 1–120.

Later-stage transitions (beyond the first local recurrence)
were too infrequent to allow meaningful analysis to be under-
taken. Consequently, transition probabilities for second and sub-
sequent recurrences are derived from literature-based survival
analyses. A summary of the inputs used is shown in Table 1.

2.1.1. Utility valuation
Utilities were based on the state-specific results reported by
Torvinen et al. based on EQ-5D questionnaires completed by
630 men with prostate cancer14. Utility values used were:

� Localized disease (first 6 months post diagnosis): 0.90
� Localized disease (6–18 months post diagnosis): 0.89
� Localized disease (>18 months post diagnosis): 0.87
� Metastatic disease: 0.74
� Supportive care: 0.59

2.1.2. Cost inputs
Costings were applied from the perspective of NHS England
and are detailed in Table 1 in the Supplementary Material.

Hospital service costs are principally drawn from NHS
Reference Costs for 2019-20, on the basis that this best
reflects NHS practice before the COVID-19 pandemic. Drug
costs are drawn from the NHS Drug Tariff for March 2022.
Estimates of complication rates are based on literature
reviews with costings applied subsequently (Table 2)15–20.
For the purposes of this model, supportive care was assigned
a zero cost. The literature did not reveal any usable estimates
and carrying out a detailed costing exercise was beyond the
scope of this analysis. Given that it is not expected that there
will be any systematic differences between treatment groups
in time to end-stage disease, it was felt that the omission of
this element should not influence the validity of the overall
cost estimates.

2.2. Analyses

Primary deterministic analyses were carried out to assess net
monetary benefit (NMB) for each treatment option and incre-
mental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) ranking for focal ther-
apy versus prostatectomy and EBRT.

Results were based on a 10-year time horizon, to avoid
extrapolation beyond the limits of the source data.
Assessment of cost-effectiveness was based on a willing-
ness to pay (WTP) threshold of £30,000/quality-adjusted life
year (QALY) which is in the range of ICER thresholds used
by the UK National Institute of Health and Care Excellence
(NICE)21. For the base case analyses, both costs and bene-
fits were discounted at 3.5% per year. A scenario analysis
was carried out to present undiscounted results for the
base case.

2.2.1. Sensitivity analyses
One-way sensitivity analyses were carried out for all fixed-
value variables. In the absence of information regarding vari-
ance for most parameters, a standard range of ±20% was
applied to the central estimate. Transition estimates were

Table 1. Summary of clinical parameters used in the model.
Description Value Source

Time to first post-index treatment change Variable monthly rates based
on analysis of time-to-event
data, as described in text

Imperial College dataset
Time to subsequent recurrence, metastases or death (salvage EBRT) Stephenson 2004,

Stephenson 2007,
Bartowiak 201812–14

Time to subsequent recurrence, metastases or death (salvage surgery) Chade 201215

Time to castrate resistance post-recurrence (ADT - post-recurrence) Tamada 201816

Time to castrate resistance post-recurrence (ADTþ CTx - metastatic disease) Kiriakopoulos 201817

Time to death (ADT - post recurrence) Bauman 202018

Time to death (ADTþ CTx - metastatic disease) Kiriakopoulos 201817

Time to death (all others) Imperial College dataset
Proportion of first treatment changes due to local recurrence 0.9 Imperial College dataset
Proportion of first treatment changes due to metastatic disease 0.1 Imperial College dataset
Proportion having repeat focal therapy following first focal therapy recurrence 0.785 Imperial College dataset
Proportion having radiotherapy following first focal therapy recurrence 0.054 Imperial College dataset
Proportion having prostatectomy following first focal therapy recurrence 0.107 Imperial College dataset
Proportion having repeat focal therapy following second focal therapy recurrence 0.351 Imperial College dataset
Proportion having radiotherapy following second focal therapy recurrence 0.378 Imperial College dataset
Proportion having prostatectomy following second focal therapy recurrence 0.189 Imperial College dataset
Proportion having radiotherapy following subsequent focal therapy recurrence 0.33 Clinical opinion
Proportion having prostatectomy following subsequent focal therapy recurrence 0.33 Clinical opinion
Proportion having radiotherapy following post-prostatectomy recurrence 0.89 Imperial College dataset
Proportion having focal therapy following radiotherapy treatment recurrence 0.05 Imperial College dataset
Proportion having prostatectomy following radiotherapy treatment recurrence 0.05 Imperial College dataset
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constrained to the range 0–1, with symmetrical limitation
being applied to the tested range, where necessary. For the
time-sensitive transition probabilities, two scenario analyses
were carried out, exploring the impact of simultaneously
increasing and decreasing all per-cycle estimates by 20%.

3. Results

Table 3 presents the results for the base-case analysis and
for the undiscounted scenario. Focal therapy was associated
with a lower overall cost and higher QALY gains than either
prostatectomy or EBRT. Consequently, focal therapy domi-
nates the other two strategies. The positive incremental NMB
values confirm that focal therapy is expected to be cost-
effective versus the alternatives at a WTP threshold of
£30,000/QALY.

Figure 3 illustrates the incremental cost-effectiveness
plots, based on a probabilistic sensitivity analysis of the 10
most influential parameters identified in the deterministic
sensitivity analyses. The results suggest that focal therapy
almost always dominates both alternative treatments, being
both more effective and incurring lower costs.

3.1. Sensitivity analyses

Figure 3 in the Supplementary material presents the results
of the one-way deterministic sensitivity analyses for focal
therapy versus EBRT and for focal therapy versus prostatec-
tomy. All parameters tested yielded results suggesting that
focal therapy dominates both alternative treatments.

In each case, the primary drivers of the results are (a) the
cost of the index procedures, (b) the distribution of second-
ary procedures undertaken following first local recurrence, (c)
utilities associated with metastatic disease and supportive
care states and (d) the cost of managing complications for
the index procedure. All other variables have a minimal
effect on the results. Two additional scenario analyses were
carried out, exploring the consequence of a 20% increase
and decrease in the cycle-specific risk of treatment failure,
results remained comparable to the base case. Table 2 in the
Supplementary material shows the results of this analysis
and reveals that increasing or decreasing the time-sensitive
transition probabilities does not have an impact on the
results.

4. Discussion

This analysis demonstrated that in patients with non-meta-
static prostate cancer (PSA <20 ng/ml; Gleason score �7;
MRI stage �2c), the use of focal treatments (cryotherapy and
HIFU) is associated with a lower overall cost and greater
QALY gain over 10 years than either radical prostatectomy or
EBRT. The calculation of a positive incremental NMB for focal
therapy versus either comparator confirms that the incre-
mental savings associated with focal therapy exceed the
incremental costs and that this is consequently expected to
be a cost-effective intervention for the NHS in England.Ta
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Table 3. Monte Carlo cost-effectiveness ranking using WTP ¼ £30,000/QALY.
Strategy Cost Incremental cost QALYs Incremental QALYs ICER (Cost/QALY) NMB Incremental NMB

Base case
Focal therapy £7,527 7.01 £202,590
EBRT £10,959 £3,432 6.79 �0.22 –£15,652 (Dominated) £192,881 £9,709
Prostatectomy £13,247 £5,721 6.91 �0.10 –£59,952 (Dominated) £194,307 £8,283

Scenario analysis (undiscounted)
Focal therapy £8,058 8.26 £239,857
EBRT £11,427 £3,369 7.97 �0.29 -£11,639 (Dominated) £227,804 £12,053
Prostatectomy £13,997 £5,940 8.13 �0.13 -£45,171 (Dominated) £229,972 £9,885

Figure 3. Monte Carlo cost-effectiveness ranking using WTP ¼ £30,000/QALY, (a) for comparison of focal therapy vs EBRT and b) for comparison of focal therapy
vs prostatectomy.
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These results appear to be robust: exploration using mul-
tiple one-way deterministic sensitivity analyses yielded con-
sistent results, with all estimates of ICER outcomes
demonstrating dominance for focal therapies. Scenario analy-
ses investigating variation in the time to treatment failure
similarly showed qualitatively consistent results.

These results are principally driven by the lower cost per
procedure for focal therapies, coupled with an ability to
repeat the primary procedure in the event of localized recur-
rence in the first 2 years following the index intervention.
Longer term outcomes are generally similar between the
three treatment options and in consequence, these contrib-
ute little to the overall result. Indeed, the intention of this
analysis was to model the cost-effectiveness of three differ-
ent primary treatment strategies from a real-world perspec-
tive, based on actual data accrued within a UK multicenter
prospective registry. Given that the median follow-up dur-
ation was 59months, with a maximum follow-up duration of
143months and 96.5% of the cohort were still alive on study
completion, longer-term outcomes are not available within
the real-world evidence. It would have been possible to
extrapolate clinical outcome and survival curves beyond the
chosen 10-year time horizon to a lifetime horizon, however,
this would have required making a substantial set of
assumptions to arrive at a point where >50% of the cohort
could be assumed to have died. If this approach had been
performed the majority of the costs and QALYs accrued
would have been attributable to these estimated outcomes,
rather than an assessment of the UK source data, which was
the primary target of the analysis.

For individuals with non-metastatic prostate cancer, there
are a range of treatment options available. Although patient
factors may make one or other strategy the preferred option,
for those with no factors that are strongly directed toward
one or other treatment, the decision may be made based on
both clinical and cost-effectiveness grounds. Whilst the clin-
ical effectiveness of focal therapy has been published else-
where, the cost-utility analysis model presented here
addresses the economic impact on the NHS.

There is a limited economic evidence base for focal ther-
apy in prostate cancer but what exists is broadly consistent
with the conclusions of our analysis. Ramsay et al. carried
out a literature-based economic assessment of ablative ther-
apy in localized prostate cancer in 2015, although this was
predominantly based on whole-gland ablation rather than
focal therapy22. This used a network meta-analysis to gener-
ate estimates of treatment effect for three ablative therapies
(cryotherapy, HIFU, brachytherapy) and three comparators
(active surveillance, radical prostatectomy and EBRT). The
results were analyzed in an individual simulation Markov
model, which explored nine different potential treatment
pathways. In common with our data, the authors concluded
that both HIFU and cryotherapy achieved higher utility gains
than either prostatectomy or EBRT. Compared to prostatec-
tomy, whole-gland ablative therapies were dominant, as the
overall costs were also lower, whereas compared to EBRT
they were associated with an additional cost. Concern was

expressed by the authors that the evidence base for all abla-
tive therapies was largely limited to non-randomised data.

Boyd et al. modelled the use of either cryotherapy or ADT
in a population with radiation-recurrent prostate cancer23.
Cryotherapy was shown to dominate ADT in this population,
although clearly, the population is not comparable to the
population evaluated in our analysis, being significantly fur-
ther advanced along the disease pathway. Finally, Hu et al.
carried out a simplistic cost comparison in the form of a
commentary, only stating upfront treatment costs, but not
evaluating costs of further treatment in the radical therapies,
downstream costs of managing complications, side-effects
and failures nor utilities associated with each treatment
strategy24.

The principal strength of this analysis is that it is based
on real-world evidence from UK patients treated within an
NHS context. All data were prospectively gathered and
included sufficient information to allow the risk status of the
individuals to be accurately defined. In the UK, it is compul-
sory for all focal therapy cases to be inputted into a national
registry, so the likelihood of case selection bias is low.
Moreover, patients treated in the centers contributing to this
study were all discussed in multidisciplinary meetings regard-
ing the suitability of treatment options and then offered all
appropriate treatments. We believe this reduces selection
bias still further. The collection of registry data allowed a
propensity score matching process to be applied, thereby
minimizing the risk that between-group differences in time-
to-event analysis reflected selection bias at the time of index
treatment allocation.

Our study has some limitations. The data used to calculate
the transition probabilities were derived from a limited range
of units delivering focal therapy, and radical treatment pro-
vided by an individual high-volume tertiary cancer center,
meaning that the patient pool is relatively restricted. Indeed,
patients in focal therapy units received either cryotherapy or
HIFU, therefore we were unable to explore other available
strategies such as irreversible electroporation (Nanoknife).
Radical therapy could not include brachytherapy as the can-
cer volume metrics from biopsy, which are key inclusion cri-
teria for brachytherapy, were not available for the patients in
the EBRT and prostatectomy groups. There were very small
numbers of patients with outcomes documented beyond the
second local recurrence. For this reason, the later stages of
the model relied on literature-based estimates. Whilst every
effort was made to ensure that appropriate studies were
used to match the modelled population, it is not possible to
guarantee absolute equivalence. As discussed earlier, we
chose to limit the time horizon of the model to 10 years, in
order not to rely on uncertain extrapolation to yield a
“lifetime” result. However, this meant that we were unable to
capture all deaths from prostate cancer in the cohorts. Given
that radical prostatectomy and EBRT confer a lower risk of
long-term mortality than focal therapies this may bias the
results towards focal therapies, although, of course, patients
may undergo radical prostatectomy or EBRT post-focal thera-
pies. The dataset that we used did not include contemporan-
eously collected quality-of-life data. For this reason, we used
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literature-based estimates of the three health state utilities
used in the model. Although individual studies yielded infor-
mation on single health states, we were only able to identify
a single study that used the same approach to estimate util-
ities for all three simultaneously14. This approach means that
we were unable to capture potential differences in treat-
ment-specific health-state utilities: i.e. it assumes that local-
ized disease carries the same utility, regardless of whether
the patient has been treated with surgery, focal therapy or
EBRT. This approach may have overestimated the utility of a
treatment such as EBRT, which has long-term sequelae, while
underestimating the utility of focal treatment, which would
have been expected to have only a transient impact on qual-
ity of life. However, given that there are no studies in the
prostate cancer literature that assess utilities across a full
range of treatment-specific health states, this would have
required sourcing the estimates for each of the treatment
groups from separate studies, which would have introduced
substantial potential selection bias and undermined the val-
idity of the results. Although the face validity of the esti-
mates used seemed plausible, we were unable to validate
the results externally. Given that utility estimates were identi-
fied in the sensitivity analyses as a potential source of vari-
ability in the results, this may be considered a weakness in
the analysis.

5. Conclusion

The primary purpose of this analysis was to consider the
cost-effectiveness of a range of primary management strat-
egies in localized prostate cancer, based on a real-world pro-
spective registry of 1360 patients who received their initial
intervention in five UK hospitals over the period 2006–2018.
A propensity score weighting was applied to the dataset
prior to the assessment of the outcomes used in the analysis,
allowing dissimilar patient groups to be legitimately
compared in a meaningful way. Using this approach, this
cost-effectiveness model demonstrates that the use of focal
therapy, cryotherapy or HIFU, in patients with localized pros-
tate cancer represents good value for money for the UK
NHS, as it is associated with greater QALY gains at a lower
overall cost than either radical prostatectomy or EBRT.
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